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Hangeul 

Hangul is the Korean alphabet of South Korea and North Korea, popularly known 

as Choson’gul in the North region. It was created during the Joseon Dynasty in 

1443 by King Sejong the Great. Instead of being written in sequence, hangul 

letters are grouped into blocks, such as 한 han,each of which transcribes a 

syllable. 

CONSONANTS ( 자 음 ) 

a. Simple Consonants 

 NAME ROMANIZED 
LETTER 

HANDWRITTEN 

ㄱ Giyeok g, k  

ㄷ Digeut d, t  

ㅁ Mieum / mium m  

ㅅ Siot s  

ㅈ Jieut / chiut j  

ㅋ Kieuk k  

ㅍ Pieup p  

ㄴ Nieun n  

ㄹ Rieut r, l  

ㅂ Bieup b, p  

ㅇ Ieung “_” , ng  

ㅊ Chieut ch  

ㅌ Tieut t  

ㅎ Hieut h  
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b. Double Consonants 

 NAME ROMANIZED 
LETTER 

HANDWRITTEN 

ㄲ Ssanggiyeok kk  

ㄸ Ssangdigeut tt  

ㅃ Ssangbieup pp  

ㅆ Ssangsiot ss  

ㅉ ssangjieut jj  

 

c. Vowels 

ㅏ a 

ㅑ ya 

ㅓ eo 

ㅕ yeo 

ㅗ o 

ㅛ yo 

ㅜ u 

ㅠ yu 

ㅡ eu 

ㅣ i 

 

d. Double Vowels 

ㅐ ae 

ㅒ yae 

ㅔ e 

ㅖ ye 

ㅘ wa 
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ㅙ wae 

ㅚ woe 

ㅝ wo 

ㅞ we 

ㅟ wi 

ㅢ ui 

 

e. Batchim (end-sound) 

ㄱ ㅋ ㄲ K 

ㄴ N 

ㄷ ㅅ ㅈ ㅊ ㅌ ㅎ ㅆ T 

ㄹ l/r 

ㅁ M 

ㅂ ㅍ P 

ㅇ Ng 

 

d. Composition of a Word 

Writing Korean is done in three ways using the box pattern. 

 Consonant / Vowel 

 가 

 Consonant / Vowel / Consonant 

   한 

 

 Consonat / Vowel / Consonant / Consonant 

ㄱ ㅏ 

하 

ㄴ 
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   읽 

 

Activities. 

I. Name of the Activity: Pass the Sound 

Objective: 

 To identify characters easily by using the writing and speaking skills. 

 To enjoy writing the characters and figuring out the sounds. 

 To replicate the sounds and the characters taught. 

Directions:  

1. The class will be divided into 2 (left & right). The teacher then can either 

choose who will start the drill or students can play rock-paper-scissor game 

to sort out who will do the drill first. 

2. Student who gets to start the drill first will write then on a blank illustration 

board the character he/she for the other contending student to read off. If 

pronounced right, the contending student’s group gets a point, if not the 

point goes to the first group. 

3. Once done guessing the pronunciation of the character, the contending 

student will then write a character for the other group’s time to guess.  

4. The game will be over once all students were able to take part of the game. 

 

II. Name of the Activity: I think I got it Right 

Objective:  

 To recall the Korean characters taught in the discussion. 

 To listen to words carefully in order to distinguish the characters. 

 To demonstrate the correct way of writing the characters and differentiate 

characters according to right pronunciation. 

Directions: 

1. This activity is to be participated between groups comprising 5 members. 

2. Students need to listen to the teacher with the characters being pronounced 

one by one. The representative from each group will then think of a word to 

pronounce to the class and be correctly written by the other participating 

group in the class. 

3. Point is credited with each word written correctly.  

 

이 

ㄺ 
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Writing Practice 1 

ㄱ ㄴ ㄷ ㄹ ㅁ ㅂ ㅅ ㅇ 
  

 

 

      

  

 

 

      

  

 

 

      

 

 

 

       

 

ㅍ ㅎ ㅏ ㅓ ㅗ ㅜ ㅡ ㅣ 
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ㅛ ㅠ ㅒ ㅖ ㅘ ㅝ ㅞ ㅙ 
  

 

 

      

  

 

 

      

  

 

 

      

 

 

 

       

 

ㅈ ㅊ ㅋ ㅌ ㅔ ㅐ 
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ㅚ ㅟ ㅢ ㅑ ㅕ 
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Common Greetings 

안녕하세요.     Hello 

안녕하십니까.    Hello. 

만나서 반갑습니다.   Nice to meet you. 

만나서 반가워요.   Nice to meet you. 

이름이 뭐에요?    What’s your name? 

저는 … 에요.    My name is …. 

잘 지냈어요?    How are you? 

저는 잘 지내요.    I’m fine. 

잘 지내지 못했어요.   I’m not fine. 

당신은요?     And you? 

나이가 어떻게 되세요?  How old are you? 

자는 … 살이에요.   I’m … years old. 

어디서 오셨어요?   Where are you from? 

저는 … 에서 왔어요.  I’m from ….  

어디 사세요?    Where do you live? 
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전 … 살아요.    I live in …. 

요즘 바쁘셨나요?   Have you been busy recently? 

어디로 가세요?    Where are you going? 

…에게 안부 전해 주 세요 Say hello to/ Give my regards 

to… 

잘가요      Bye 

또봐요      See you later. 

내일 뵈요.     See you tomorrow. 

행운을 빌어요.    Good luck. 

잘지내.      Take care. 

축하해요.     Congratulations. 

좋은 아침이에요.   Good morning. 

생일 축하합니다.   Happy Birthday. 

새해 복 많이 받으세요.  Happy New Year 

부활절 축복 받으세요.  Happy Easter. 

메리 크리스마스.   Merry Christmas. 
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Common Questions 

 

무엇을요?     What? 

어떤가요?     Which? 

언제요?      When? 

어디요?      Where? 

왜요?      Why? 

누가요?      Who? 

누구세요?     Who’s that?/ Who is it?   

어느 것?     Which one/s? 

몇시예요?     What time is it? 

얼마나요?     How many? 

얼마에요?     How much? 

화장실이 어디 에요?  Where’s the bathroom? 

어디 가세요?    Where are you going? 

어디서 왔어요?    Where are you from? 
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얼마나 멀어요?    How far is that? 

얼마나 걸려요?    How long does that take? 

왜 가세요?     Why are you leaving? 

..알려 주 세요    Could you…? 

(좀) 도와주세요    Could you help me/give me a hand please? 

같이 좀 가 주세요   Could you come with me please? 

어떻게 가는지 가르쳐 주세요?  

Could you point that out to me/ show me please? 

…아세요?     Do you know…? 

..있어요?     Do you have…? 

..있으세요?     Do you have a …for me? 

..돼요?      Can/May I? 

이거 가져가도 돼요?  Can/May I take this away? 

뭐 좀 물어 봐도 돼요?  Could I ask you something? 
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The Commonly Use Phrases 

네.      Yes. 

네, 물론이죠.   Yes, of course. 

네, 맞아요.    I think so/ I think that’s absolutely right. 

저도 그렇게 생각해요. I think so too / I agree. 

네, 그래요/그렇지 않아요. I agree / don’t agree. 

네,좋아요.    Ok/ It’s fine. 

네,됐어요.    Ok, all right. 

그랬으면 좋겠어요.  I hope so too. 

아니요.     No.  

죄송하지만 안 돼요.  No, I’m sorry. 

아니요, 지금 시간이 없어요.  No, I don’t have time now. 

아니오,안돼요.   No, that’s impossible. 

아니오, 아무도요.  No, no one. 

아니오, 아무것도 아니에요. No, nothing. 

맞아요.     That’s right. 
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아마도요.    Perhaps/ Maybe. 

잘 모르겠어요.   I don’t know. 

고맙습니다.    Thank you. 

고마워요.    Thank you. 

제발요.     Please. 

문제 없어요.   No problem. 

실례합니다.    Excuse me. 

죄송합니다.    Sorry. 

미안합니다.    Sorry. 

미안해.     Sorry. 

모르겠어요.    I don’t know. 

제 말이 이해가 가세요? Do you understand me? 

이해 했어요.   I understand. 

이해가 잘 안되요.  I don’t understand. 

뭐라고 하셨어요?  Pardon? 

잠시만요.    Just a moment. 
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천만에요.    You’re welcome. 

괜찮아요/ 아니에요  You’re welcome. 

이렿게까지 해주셔서 감사합니다. You shouldn’t have 

즐거웠어요.    I enjoyed it very much. 

별 말씀을요.   My pleasure / don’t mention it. 

괜찮아요.    That’s all right. 
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Culture 1 

 

The Three Kingdoms 

 

 

 Goguryeo 

 Baekje 

 Silla 

The Three Kingdoms were founded after the fall of Gojoseon, and gradually 

conquered and absorbed various other small states and confederacies. 

According to the 12th century Samguk Sagi and the 13th century Samguk Yusa, a 

prince from the Kingdom of Buyeo, named Jumong, fled after a power struggle 

with other princes of Buyeo court and founded the Goguryeo state in 37 BC in 

a region called Jolbon Buyeo, usually thought to be located in the middle Yalu and 

T’ung-chia river basin, overlapping the current China-North Korea border. 

The modern English name “Korea” derives from the Goryeo Dynasty (918-1392), 

which itself took one of the various names which Goguryeo had used in 
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diplomatic language with its neighbours. Goguryeo is also referred to as Goryeo 

after 520 AD in Chinese and Japanese historical and diplomatic sources. 

Baekje was founded as a member of the Mahan confederacy. Baekje was 

founded by Onjo, the third son of Goguryeo’s founder Jumong and So Seo-no, at 

Wiryeseong (Southern Seoul). 

Baekje exerted its political influence on Tamna, a kingdom that ruled Jeju Island. 

Baekje maintained a close relationship with and extracted tribute from Tamna. 

Baekje’s religious and artistic culture influenced Goguryeo and Silla. 

In 660, it was defeated by an alliance of Silla and Chinese Tang Dynasty, 

submitting to Unified Silla. 

Silla was one of the three kingdoms of Korea, and one of the world’s longest 

sustained dynasties. Although it was founded by King Park Hyeokgeose, the 

dynasty was ruled by the Gyeongju Kim clan for most of its 992-year history. It 

began chiefdom in the Samhan confederacies once allied with China, but Silla 

eventually conqured the other two kingdoms. Baekje in 660 and Goguryeo in 668.  

Thereafter, Unified Silla or Later Silla, as it is often referred to, occupied most 

of the Korean peninsula, while the northern part re-emerged as Balhae, a 

successor state of Goguryeo. 

 

King Sejong 

Sejong the Great was the fourth king of Joseon dynasty Korea. During his reign 

from 1418 to 1450, he governed from 1418 to 1442 and governed as regent with 

his son Grand Prince MoonJong until his death in either 1442 or 1450. 

King Sejong the Great profoundly affected Korean history with his introduction of 

hangul, the native phonetic alphabet system for the Korean language. 

Before the creation of Hangul, only members of the highest class were literate 

(hanja was typically used to write Korean by using adapted Chinese characters, 

while Hanmun was sometimes used to write court documents in classical Chinese). 

One would have to learn the quite complex hanja characters in order to read and 

write Korean. Further, despite modification to the Chinese characters, hanja could 
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prove cumbersome when transcribing the Korean language, due to considerate 

differences in grammar and sentence order. While creating the alphabet, King 

Sejong encountered opposition of courtiers. 

 

Tradition and Customs 

Family Life 

Traditionally in Korea, the typical family size is quite large, with three or four 

generations usually living together under the same roof. Because infant mortality 

was high and a big family was thought of as a blessing, having many children was 

the desired option. However, as the country underwent rapid industrialization and 

urbanization during the 1960s and 1970s the pattern was accompanied by an 

effective birth control drive, and the average number of children in a family 

dramatically decreased to two or less in the 1980s. 

 

Having a long Confucian tradition under which the eldest son takes over as head 

of the family, many Korean families preferred having a son. To tackle the problem 

of male preference, the government has completely rewritten family-related laws 

in a way that ensures equality for sons and daughters in terms of inheritance. 

 

Industrialization of the country has made life more hectic and complicated. Young 

married couples have begun to separate from their extended families and start 

their own homes. Now almost all families are couple-centered nuclear families. 

할아버지    외할아버지 

할어머니    외할어머니 

아버지    어머니 

헝     우빠 

누나     어니 

여동생    남동생 
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Name 

The majority of Koreans have family names within one of a small set: Kim (about 

21% of all Koreans), Yi (or Lee or Rhee, 14%), Park (or Pak, 8%), Choi (or Choe), 

Jeong (or Chung), Jang (or Chang), Han, Lim, etc. A Korean name consists of a 

family name, in almost every case one syllable, plus a given name usually of two 

syllables. The family name comes first. A Korean woman does not take her 

husband's family name, but their children take their father's family name. 

 

Marriage 

Koreans think marriage is the most important passage in one's life and a divorce 

is regarded as a disgrace not only for the couple but also for their families ― still 

the divorce rate is growing rapidly these days.  

 

Today's typical wedding ceremony is somewhat different from what it was in old 

times: first a Western-style ceremony is usually held at a wedding hall or a church 

with the bride wearing a white dress and the groom wearing a tuxedo, then later 

in the day the bride and groom have a traditional ceremony at a different room in 

the venue, in colorful traditional costumes. 

 

Jerye (Ancestral Memorial Rite) 

According to traditional Korean beliefs, when people die, their spirits do not 

immediately depart; they stay with their descendants for four generations. During 

this period the deceased are still regarded as family members, and Koreans 

reaffirm the relationship between ancestors and descendants through jerye on 

special days like Sollal (Lunar New Year's Day) and Chuseok (Korean Thanksgiving 

Day), as well as on the anniversary of their ancestors' passing. Koreans also believe 

that people can live well and happily thanks to benefits their ancestors bestow 

upon them. 

 

Body Language 
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When you beckon to a person, do so with your palm down, and then flutter your 

hand up and down with your fingers touching together. It is not polite to beckon 

with your palm up ― especially using only one finger, because Koreans do that 

only to dogs. 

 

Ondol 

Traditional Korean rooms have multiple functions. Rooms are not labeled or 

reserved for a specific purpose; there is no definite bedroom or dining room for 

example. Rather, tables and mats are brought in as needed. Most people sit and 

sleep on the floor on thick mats.  

Underneath the floors are stone or concrete flues. Traditionally hot air was vented 

through the flues to provide heat. Clay or cement would be placed over the stones 

to protect the residents from noxious gasses. This type of under floor heating is 

called ondol.  

Nowadays hot water is piped through cement floors covered with linoleum. 

 

Korean Food 

A diverse array of food and dishes can be found throughout Korea. 

Korea was once primarily an agricultural nation, cultivating rice as their staple food 

since ancient times. These days Korean cuisine is characterized by a wide variety 

of meat and fish dishes along with wild greens and vegetables. Various fermented 

and preserved food, such as kimchi (fermented spicy cabbage), jeotgal (matured 

seafood with salt) and doenjang (fermented soy bean paste) are notable for their 

specific flavor and high nutritional value. 

 

The prominent feature of a Korean table setting is that all dishes are served at the 

same time. Traditionally, the number of side dishes varied from 3 for the lower 

classes to 12 for royal family members. Table arrangements can vary depending 

on whether a noodle dish or meat is served. Formal rules have developed for table 

setting, demonstrating the attention people pay to food and dining. Compared to 

neighboring China and Japan, a spoon is used more often in Korea, especially 

when soups are served. 
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Types of Korean Food 

Visitors to Korea will discover a wide array of unique and delicious Korean food. 

Korea was once a primarily agricultural nation, and since ancient times rice has 

been cultivated as Koreans' staple food. These days Korean food also contains a 

large variety of meat and fish dishes along with wild greens and vegetables. 

Various preserved Korean food, such as kimchi (fermented spicy 

cabbage), jeotgal (seafood fermented in salt) anddoenjang (fermented soy bean 

paste) are particularly popular due to their distinctive flavor and high nutritional 

value.  

 

In Korean food all the dishes are served at the same time.  A typical meal 

normally includes rice, soup, and several side dishes, the number of which 

vary.  Traditionally, lower classes had three side dishes, while royal families would 

have twelve. 

 

In Korea, like in neighboring China and Japan, people eat with 

chopsticks.  However, a spoon is used more often in Korea, especially when soups 

are served.  Formal rules have developed for table setting, which can vary 

depending on whether a noodle or meat dish is served.   

 

Food is a very important part of Korea culture, and Koreans pay great attention to 

the way in which food is served. 

 

1. Bap (steamed rice) and Juk (porridge) 

Boiled rice is the staple food for Koreans, it is eaten with almost every meal. 

In Korea people eat short-grained rice, as apposed to the long- grained 

Indian rice.  Korean rice is often sticky in texture, and sometimes it is 

combined with beans, chestnuts, sorghum, red beans, barley or other 

cereals for added flavor and nutrition. Juk(porridge) is a light meal, which 

is highly nutritious.  Juk is often made with rice, to which abalone, ginseng, 

pine nuts, vegetables, chicken, or bean sprouts can be added.  As well as 

rice porridge, red bean porridge and pumpkin porridge are also delicious. 
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2. Guk (soup) 

Korean meals traditionally consist of a soup served with rice.  The soup can 

be made from vegetables, meat, fish, shellfish, seaweed, or beef bones. 

3. Jjigae (stew) 

Jjigae is similar to guk but is thicker and has a stronger taste. The most 

famous jjigae(doenjang-jjigae )is made from preserved soy bean 

paste. Jjigae is usually spicy and served piping hot in a heated stone bowl. 

4. Jjim and Jorim (simmered meat or fish) 

Jjim and jorim are similar dishes.  Meat and fish are prepared with 

vegetables and soaked in soy bean sauce.  The ingredients are then slowly 

boiled over a low heat. 

5. Namul (vegetables or wild greens) 

Namul consists of vegetables of wild greens, which have been slightly boiled 

or fried, and mixed with salt, soy sauce, sesame salt, sesame oil, garlic, 

onions, and other spices.  

6. Jeotgal (seafood fermented in salt) 

Jeotgal is a very salty food made from naturally preserved fish, shellfish, 

shrimp, oysters, fish roe, intestines and other ingredients. 

7. Gui (broiled/barbecued dishes) 

Gui is when marinated fish or meat are barbecued over a charcoal fire. The 

most popular gui dishes are meats, such as bulgogi andgalbi, however, 

there are also many fish dishes which are cooked this way. 

8. Jeon (pan-fried dishes) 

Jeon is a kind of Korean pancake.  Mushrooms, pumpkin, slices of dried fish, 

oysters, unripened red peppers, meat, or other ingredients are mixed with 

salt and black pepper, dipped in flour and egg and then fried  

9. Mandu (dumpling) 

Mandu are Korean dumplings, which are stuffed with beef, mushrooms, stir-

fried zucchini, and mungbean sprouts. Pork, chicken, fish or kimchi are 

sometimes used instead of beef. 

 

Gimjang 

Gimjang is the age-old Korean practice of preparing winter kimchi, which has been 

passed down from generation to generation. Since very few vegetables are grown 

in the three or four winter months, gimjang takes place in early winter and provides 
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what has become a staple food for Koreans. For Koreans, a dinner table without 

kimchi is unthinkable.  

 

Traditional Korean Clothing (Hanbok) 

The hanbok has been the Korean people's unique traditional costume for 

thousands of years. The beauty and grace of Korean culture can be seen in 

photographs of women dressed in the hanbok.  

 

Before the arrival of Western-style clothing one hundred years ago, 

the hanbok was worn as everyday attire. Men wore jeogori (Korean jackets) 

with baji (trousers) while women wore jeogori with chima (skirt). Today, 

thehanbok is worn on days of celebration such as weddings, Seollal (Lunar New 

Year's Day) or Chuseok (Korean Thanksgiving Day).  

 

Traditional Korean Houses 

A traditional Korean house is called hanok. Hanok sought to create a living space 

based on the coexistence of nature and humans. Accordingly, the natural aspects 

of traditional Korean houses range from the structure's inner layout to the building 

materials which were used. Another unique feature of traditional houses is their 

special design for cooling the interior in the summer and heating the interior in the 

winter. Since Korea has such hot summers and cold winters, the ondol gudeul, a 

floor-based heating system and daecheong, a cool wooden-floor style hall, were 

devised long ago to help Koreans survive the frigid winters and to make the 

sweltering and humid summers bearable. These primitive types of heating and air-

conditioning were so effective that they are still in use in many homes today. 

 

Korean Festivals 

Festival Significance Events Date Food 
 
Seollal 

 
New Year’s Day 

Sebae (New 
Year’s 

Greetings), 
Charye 

 
1st day of first 

month 

Tteokguk 
(traditional soup 

made of rice 
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(Ancestral 

Ceremony), 
Yunnori 

(Traditional 

Game) 

cake), Yakwa 

(honey cakes) 

 

Daeboreum 

 

First Full Moon 

Geuybulnori 

(rice field 
burning), Daljip 

Taeugi (Bonfire), 

Aengmagi 
Taeugi 

(Talisman 
burning) 

 

First full moon of 
first month 

 

Ogokbap (rice 
made of five 

grains), Yaksik 

(glutinous rice), 
Bureom (nuts), 

Gwibaigisul 
(alcoholic 

beverage) 

 
Meoseumnal  

 
Festival for 

servants 

Singing, 
Dancing, 

Coming-of-age 
ceremony 

 
First day of 

second month 

 
Songpyeon 

(Traditional rice 
cake made with 

the grains) 

 
Yongdongje 

 
Celebrating the 

god of wind 

 
Jesa (Traditional 

ritual to appease 

the god of wind) 

 
Second Month 

 
Regular food for 

Jesa 

 

Samjinnal 

 

Celebrating the 
coming of spring 

 

Archery, 
Cockfighting, 

Fortune Telling 

 

3rd day of third 
month 

 

Hwajeon (Rice 
pancakes), 

Dugyeonju 

(Azalea wine) 
 

 

Hansik 

 

Start of farming 
season 

 

Visit to ancestral 
grave for 

offering rite, and 
cleaning and 

maintenance 

 

105 days after 
Winter Solstice 

 

Cold food only: 
Ssuktteok 

(Mugwort cake), 
Ssukdanja 

(Mugwort 

dumplings), 
Ssuktang 

(Mugwort soup) 

 

Chopail 

 

Buddha’s 

Birthday 

 

Visit to ancestral 

grave for 
offering rite, and 

cleaning and 
maintenance 

 

105 days after 

Winter Solstice 

 

Cold food only: 

Ssuktteok 
(Mugwort Cake), 

Ssukdanja 
(Mugwort 

dumplings), 

Ssuktang 
(Mugwort soup) 

 
Dano 

 
Celebration of 

spring and 

farming 

 
Washing hair 

with Changpo, 

Ssireum (Korean 
wrestling 

match), swing, 

 
5th day of fifth 

month 

 
Variety of Tteok, 

Herb rice cakes 
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giving fans as 

gifts 

 
Yudu 

 
Water greeting 

 
Bathing and 

washing hair to 
get rid of bad 

luck (if any) 

 
15th day of sixth 

month 

 
Noodles 

 
Sambok 

 
Hottest day of 

the summer 

 
Hot dishes are 

made on this 
day. Cold baths 

are believed to 

make people 
weak. 

 
Between sixth 

and seventh 
month 

 
Samgyetang 

(Chicken Soup) 

 
Chilseok 

 
Meeting day og 

Gyeonwoo and 

Jiknyeo in 
Korean folk tale 

 
Fabric weaving 

 
7th day of 

seventh month 

 
Miljeonbyeon 

(wheat 

pancake), 
milguksu (wheat 

noodles) 

 
Baekjung 

 
Time with 

hundred of 
fruits’ and 

vegetables’ 
seeds 

 
Resting, 

Performing 
rituals 

 
15th day of 

seventh month 

 
Food made of 

potato, flour, 
and wheat along 

with a variety of 
wild vegetables 

 

Chuseok 

 

Harvest festival 

 

Charye 
(ancestral 

ceremony), 

Ssireum (Korean 
wrestling 

match), Visiting 
ancestral grave 

sites 

 

15th day of 
eight month 

 

Songpyeon (Pine 
flavoured rice 

cake stuffed with 

chestnuts, 
sesame or 

beans). 
Torantang (Taro 

soup) 

 
Jungu 

 
Double Ninth 

Festival 

 
Danpung-nori 

(Viewing the 
changing color 

of maples during 

autumn) 

 
9th day of ninth 

month 

 
Gukhwajeon 

(Chrysanthemum 
pancake), Eran 

(Roe), 

Yujacheong 
(honey citron 

tea) 

 
Sangdalgosa 

 
Ritual performed 

to the house 
gods 

 
Performing a 

ritual to the 
house gods, 

Coiling a golden 
rope around the 

House, 

spreading a 
layer of red clay 

on the floor 

 
Tenth month 

 
Different types 

of Tteok 
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Sondolpoong 

 

Ritual performed 
to appease the 

wind 

 

Usually boatmen 
and fishermen 

perform Jesa for 

Sondol 

 

20th day of tenth 
month 

 

Regular food for 
Jesa 

 

Dongji 

 

Winter Solstice 

 

Rites to dispel 
bad spirits 

 

Eleventh month 

 

Patjuk (red bean 
soup) 

 

Seotdal 
Geumeum 

 

New Year’s Eve 

 

Cleaning up the 
house, Preparing 

for Seollal 

 

Last day of the 
year 

 

Food for the 
next day, Seollal 

 

 

Numbers 

Numbers 슷자  Pure Korean 
Numbers 

 

NUMBER Sino-Korean 
Numbers 

Modifier form Nonmodifier form 

1 일 한 하나 
2 이 두 둘 
3 삼 세 셋 
4 사 네 넷 
5 오 다섯 다섯 
6 육 여섯 여섯 
7 칠 일곱 일곱 
8 팔 여덟 여덟 
9 구 아홉 아홉 

10 십 열 열 
11 십일 열한 열하나 
12 십이 열두 열둘 
13 십삼 열세 열셋 
14 십사 열네 열넷 
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15 십오 열다섯 열다섯 
16 십육 열여섯 열여섯 
17 십칠 열일곱 열일곱 
18 십팔 열여덟  열여덟 
19 십구 열아홉 열아홉 
20 이십 스무 스믈 
30 삼십 서른 서른 
40 사십 마흔 마흔 
50 오십 쉰 쉰 
60 육십 예순 예순 
70 칠십 일흔 일흔 
80 팔십 여든 여든 
90 구십 아흔 아흔 

100 백 백 백 
 

날짜 (Date) 

The following figures denote numbers. 

MONTHS 

JANUARY 일월 JULY 칠월 

FEBRUARY 이월 AUGUST 팔월 

MARCH 삼월 SEPTEMBER 구월 

APRIL 사월 OCTOBER 시월 

MAY  오월 NOVEMBER 십일월 

JUNE 유월 DECEMBER 십이월 

 

*When a final consonant (batchim) is followed by ‘ㅇ’ (initial sound), it 

produces liaison effect as follows: 
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15 일 (시보일), 25 일 (이시보일), 30 일 (삼시빌), 31 일(삼시비릴) 

 

DAYS 

1  

    

일일 

2  

    

이일 

3 

    

삼일 

4 

   

사일 

5 

   

오일 

6 

    

육일 

7 

    

칠일 

8 

    

팔일 

9 

    

구일 

10 

  

십

일 

11 

십일

일 

12 

십이

일 

13 

십삼

일 

14 

십사

일 

15 

십오

일 

16 

십육

일 

17 

십칠

일 

18 

십팔

일 

19 

십고

일 

20 

이

십

일 

21 

이십

일일 

22 

이십

이일 

23 

이십

삼일 

24 

이십

사일 

25 

이십

오일 

26 

이십

육일 

27 

이십

칠일 

28 

이십

팔일 

29 

이십

고일 

30 

삼

십

일 

31 

삼십

일일 

         

 

A. 오늘이 며칠입니까?  What is the date today? 

B. 십일월 오일입니다.  It is November 5th. 

C. 생일이 언제입니까?  When is your birthday? 

D. 십월 사일입니다.   It is October 4th. 

시간 (Time) 

Pure Korean numbers are used for denoting the hour and Sino-

Korean numbers are for the minute. 

 4:35   네시  삼십오분 

 11:30   열한시  삼십분 (반) 
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 3: 28  세시  이십팔분 

o 지금 몇 시입니까? What time is it now? 

o 2 (두)시 입니다. It’s 2 o’clock. 

요일 (Days) 

Day is placed to the end of a date in Korean language. 

 

a. 2014 년 9 월 2 일 화요일 

월요일 화요일 수요일 목요일 금요일 토요일 일요일 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

 

 오늘이 무슨 요일 입니까? What day is today? 

 오늘은  목요일 입니다.  It is Thursday. 

Counting Words 

 개 

(thing
s) 

명 

(person
) 

마리 

(animal) 

잔 (cup) 권 (book) 장 

(paper) 

1 한개 한명 한마리 한잔 한권 한장 

2 두개 두명 두마리 두잔 두권 두장 

3 세개 세명 세마리 세잔 세권 세장 

4 네개 네명 네마리 네잔 네권 네장 

5 다섯

개 

다섯명 다섯마리 다섯잔 다섯권 다섯장 

20 스무

개 

스무명 스무마리 스무잔 스무권 스무장 

21 스물 

한개 

스물 

한명 

스물한마

리 

스물한

잔 

스물한

권 

스물한

장 

Many 여러

개 

여러명 여러마리 여러잔 여러권 여러장 
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시간 (Time) 

Pure Korean numbers are used for denoting the hour and Sino-Korean numbers 

are for the minute. 

4 시 35 분   11 시 15 분   3 시 30 분 

네 삼십오  열한 십오   세 삼십 (=반 half hour) 

예) 가: 지금 몇 시입니까?  What time is it now? 

     나: 2(두) 시입니다.  It’s 2 o’clock. 

1. 가격 읽기 (Reading Prices) 

Prices are read with Sino-Korean numbers. A comma is 

commonly placed after three digits. Numbers are read with the 

basic unit 만 (10,000), the fourth digit. Korea’s monetary is 

‘Won (원)’. 

 

억 천 

(만) 

백 

(만) 

 
십(만) 

 
만 

 
천 

 
백 

 
십 

 
일 

1 4 5 7 2 8 9 4 1 

예) 일억 사천오백 칠십 이만 팔천 구백 사십일원 

십 10 십칠 17 십오 15 

백 100 백사십 140 이백사십 240 

천 1,000 천삼백 1,300 오천 5,000 

만 10,000 삼만 30,000 육만이천 62,000 

십만 100,000 백만 1,000,000 천만 10,000,000 
 

 

Hobbies 

 

취미가 뭐예요?   What are your hobbies? 
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시간 있을 때 뭐 하세요? What do you do in your free time? 

뭘 좋아합니까?   What do you like to do? 

어떤 스포츠를 가장 좋아하세요? Which sports do you like best? 

어떤 스포츠를 주로 하세요? Which sports do you play? 

…좋아하세요?   do you like …? 

…좋아해요.    I like … 

…싫어해요.    I don’t like …  

무슨 취미가 있으세요?  Do you have any hobbies? 

뜨개질/ 책 읽기/ 사진찍기를 좋아해요. I like knitting/ reading/ photography. 

음악 듣는 결 좋아해요.  I enjoy listening  to music. 

기타를 / 피아노를 쳐요. I play the guitar / piano. 

영화를 좋아해요.   I like the cinema. 

영행 / 운공 / 낚시 / 산책을 좋아해요.  

I like travelling / playing sports / going fishing / going for a walk. 

한국 드라마가 / 대중음악이 왹국에서 인기가 있어요. 

Korean drama/ pop music is popular in other countries. 

피겨 선수 김연아 의 팬이에요. I am a fan of the figure skater “Yuna Kim.” 

컴퓨터 게임이 제취이 예요.  My hobby is playing computer games. 

한국 음악을 mp3 플레이어로 많이들어요. 

I listen to Korean Pop a lot on my mp3 player.   

 

Activities 
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요리     cooking  

춤    dancing 

낚시     fishing 

독서     reading 

노래    singing 

스키     skiing 

잠    sleeping 

수영     swimming 

여행    travelling 

배드민던    badminton 

야구    baseball 

농구    basketball 

볼링     bowling 

축구     football 

탁구     table tennis 

테니스    tennis 

배구     volleyball 

골프     golf 

음악     music 

취미     hobby 
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Shopping 

쇼핑할만한 곳이 어디죠? Where is the shopping area? 

거긴 몇시에 열어요?  When does it open? 

…있나요?    Do you have …? 

…을 사고 싶어요.  I’d like to buy … 

보여 주시겠어요?  Can I look at it? 

무슨 색 있으세요?  What kind of colors do you have? 

입어봐도 될까요?  May I try it on? 

탈의실이 어디가요?  Where is the fitting room? 

잘 맞네요.    It fits well. 

잘 맞지가 않아요.  It doesn’t fit. 

이거 사고 싶어요.  I want to buy this. 

이거 얼마에요?   How much is it?  

가격을 적어주시겠어요? Can you write down the price? 

너무 비싸요.   Its too expensive. 

좀 깎아주시껬어요?  Can you give me a discount? 

가방 좀 보여주시겠어요? Can I have a bag, please? 

다른거 있나요?   Do you have others? 

포장해 주실 수 있으세요? Can you wrap it up for me? 

따로 포장해 주시겠어요? Can you wrap these separately? 

영수증 주세요.    A receipt, please. 
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세금 환급양식 주시겠어요? May I have the form for tax refund? 

환불 해주세요.   I’d like a refund. 

그냥 둘러보는 거에요.  I’m just looking. 

…어디에 있어요?   Where can I get …? 

…매장 어디에 있어요?  Could you tell me where the …department is? 

여기 좀 봐 주 시겠어요? Could you help me, please? 

…찾고 있는데요.   I’m looking for… 

영자 신문 있어요?  Do you sell English / American newspapers? 

 도와 드릴까요?   Are you being served? 

아뇨, …고 싶어요.  No, I’d like … 

그냥 구경하는 중이에요. I’m just looking if that’s all right. 

또 필요하신 거 없으세요? Anything else? 

네, …도 주세요.   Yes, I’d also like … 

아뇨, 괜찮아요. 그게 전부예요. No, thank you. That’s all. 

…좀 보여 주시겠어요?  Could you show me …? 

… 가 더 좋아요..   I’d prefer … 

이거 제가 찾는 거아니예요. This is not what I’m looking for. 

감사합니다, 좀 더구경하겠어요. Thank you, I’ll keep looking 

…거 있어요?   Do you have something …? 

덜 비싼    less expensive? 

더 작은     smaller? 
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더 큰     larger? 

이거 사겠어요   I’ll take this one 

설명 서도 같이 있나요? does it come with instructions? 

나중에 가지러 오 겠어요. I’ll come back for it later. 

죄송합니다, 없습니다.  I’m sorry, we don’t have that. 

죄송합니다, 매진입니다. I’m sorry, we’re sold out. 

계산대에서 지 불하세요. Please pay at the cash register. 

신용카드 안 받습니다.  We don’t accept credit cards. 

외국돈 안 받습니다.  We don’t accept foreign currency. 

  

 

 


